
STEEL PLATE TRIALS 

 
- Target Audience:  All shooters youth through adult.  Youth shooters under 16 shoot for free. 

Youth shooters under 18 require a parent or guardian to sign liability waiver on score sheet. 

This shoot is open to the public. 

 

- Level of experience:  No experience necessary.  Just a for-fun shoot. 

 

- No physical exertion or shooting position changes.  Participants are asked to repaint the plates after 

each shooter finishes. 

 

- You need a semi-auto pistol, or a revolver, or a Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC).  Calibers used are 

22LR through 45.  No magnum loads of any caliber.  All guns must be unloaded, and in a holster or a 

carry case.  Holsters must completely cover the trigger.  You also need extra magazines for pistols or 

speed loaders for revolvers; enough to shoot Five consecutive Five-shot rounds per stage.  Pick up 

on misses may be taken so you may need more the 25 rounds per stage.  You may shoot multiple 

firearms, but you pay a fee for each one. 

You will also need eye and hearing protection, even as a spectator.  

 

- The match is scored based on time.   Four differently set-up stages, five targets per stage (four shoot, 

one STOP).  Time stops when you shoot the STOP target, even if out of order.  Targets missed or 

shot after the STOP target incur a 5 second penalty.  MISSED targets may be picked up if done 

before shooting the STOP target.  Best four times for the stage are your score for that stage.  Match 

score is the total of all four stages. 

 

- Shooting position is from Low Ready.  You may draw from a holster and shoot if you like.  Holsters 

must completely cover the entire trigger.  22 and PCC are always from Low Ready position. 

 

- There are anywhere from 5 to 12 shooters at a match. 

 

- Shoot lasts about 2 ½  hours. 

 

- The goal of the shoot is to have fun and see how fast you can shoot the stages.  Speed counts, so 

does accuracy. 

 

- This shoot is not part of any sanctioned organization. 

 

- Shooting is by Class of gun depending on upgrades:  Semi-Auto, Revolver, PCC, 22, each class 

further defined as Stock or Open (optics, ported barrels) 

 

- The shoot is held on the Forth Saturday of each month, April through November.  $10.00 per 

firearm.  Registration is 8AM thru 8:45AM.  SAFETY brief at 8:45.  Shoot starts at 9AM. 

 

- Contact:  Jay Gross,  phone/text (570) 898-3188,  jgross20@ptd.net 


